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NRINE SCIENCE: ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE STATUS
by Graciela CuelIar, Maiakea High School

I have tried to show in this paper how a knowledge af marine biology bears

on human affairs. IC is essential for the management of our food resources, and

necessary to guard against pollution of the sea, and maintain, and conserve some

species and their environment.

The most obvious field is Chat of food from the sea. It is now estimated

that we receive nearly a hundred million tons of fish a year. The seas were

thought to be inexhaustible. Scientific observations led to the conclusion that

no serious damage could be done by commercial fishing, when in fact beam trawling

by steam vessels was destroying the spawning grounds of commercially important

fish.

Many fisherman thought that marine fish laid their eggs on the seafloor or

attached to weeds or rocks. But a Norwegian naturalist, G.O. Sara had shown that

the eggs of cod and grunards were planktonic, being spawned in the upper waters

far above the seafloor. So marine laboratories studied early life hisCories of

fish in the sea and described their egg and yolk stages so that their distribution

could be plotted.

Increasing numbers of fishing vessels and advances in the efficiency of gear

were evidence for danger of overfishing. Since the war, studies have been done on

the problems of the estimation of fish stocks and their rates of recruitment.

Some species are becoming seriously overfished. This may subside if the countries

bordering the sea will have sovereignty over their own areas. It might enable

greater management of stocks, but it may restrict the operations of research vessels

because, already, permission is now needed to visit waters controlled by other

countries. The problem of stock management requires a great deal of investigation

to find the effects of fishing on the recruitment of each species and the relation-

ship between one species and other competing species and with the ecological

environment.
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But the supply of food from the: sea, even if well managed, is not inexhaustible.

Eo some extent it can be supplemented by the farming of fish and shellfish in con-

fined areas.

The cultivation of marine fish has been difficult. The main problem was that

most sea fish hatch at a very small size, usually about 3mm long, and have extremely

small mouths. When they have absorbed their yolk, they are still not able to capture

and eat tiny organisms. It was found before the war that brine shrimp lay a vast

amount of eggs perfect for a food source for cultivating fish.

Many fish can be harmful to eat. From time immemorial people have been warned

against poisonous species. An ancient Jewish rule that fish with no fins or scales

should not be eaten. The puffer fish was recognized as poisonous in the times of the

Pharaohs. In World War II American troops were warned never to eat fish that blew

themselves up like balloons. It was during that war that attention was drawn to

poisonous food from the sea.

Much research is now done in the extraction and identification of poisons from

fish, which may be dangerous to eat throughout the year or only at certain seasons.

The poisons from organisms upon which shellfish may feed on is also special re-

search. An outbreak of paralytic shellfish poisoning was recorded in f793, but in

}927 near San Pransisco resulted in long term investigations.

These sho~ed ten years later, that the unicellular flagellate Goniaulax was the

causative organism. The excessive blooming of this flagellate may give rise at times

in the sea to "red tides," whose resulting depletion of oxygen produces mass mortality

of fishy

The jellyfish Chironex which lives in waters along the gueensland coast of

Australia has caused many deaths. It is the most venomous animal at present known.

Thus, its danger is compared to with Chat of a shark.
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Many marine animals are remarkable in having some organ or tissue which

is suitable for physiological study. For instance, the first direct evidence

that insulin comes from the islet tissue of the pancreas of the angler fishy

A common jellyfish has the habit of luminescing. The luminescent reaction

is triggered by the presence of calcium, even in molecular quantities. This

substance has been extracted and is named Aequorin, which is in use for the research

on the squid axon, for it immediately lights up on the passage of calcium through

the axon membrane.

The puffer fish produce a poison which blocks the membranes of nerve and

muscle fibers so that they are not permeable to sodium iona. It is 100,000 times

more active than local anaesthetics such as procaine and cocaine and has been used

as an analgesic,

The sand dollar has been used for studying anti-cancer drugs; and the spiny

dogfish for investigating the transport of compounds across the blood-brain barriers

The sea urchin has spines that may possibly be used as templates for making artifi-

cial blood vessels for coronary surgery. These and more marine animals may have a

great value to us in the future.

Another medicinal value is from that of the polycheate worm. In Japan, they

were used as bait and the fisherman noticed that when flies and ants settled on it,

they died. The killer was nereistoxin which was found to have a ganglionic blockage

action that led to the production of a new insecticide. It has been marketed as

"Padan," and has been used in the control of the larvae of rice stem borers and

other insects.

The ocean was considered to be so vast that it could afford to have wastes

poured into it without much harm, but oil accidents have destroyed much in terms

of animal and shore life which in turn affects the foodweb.

Careful monitering has to be planned so that substances drained into the sea



won't cause so much harm or can be biodegradable.

Recently the ecology of the sea has been disturbed. Much tourism hvs affected

the populations of marine animals and so on, by the di.sturbaace of their habitat.

Man should deliberately alter the environment so it will be ab!.e to equalise,

and the foodweb can proceed as naturally as possible. lt is for this reason that it

is necessary to know the fauna and flora of different regions to gain a full under-

standing of their ecology before some major undertaking can be started.

The seas hes many values for phgsiological research and will play aa increasing

part in the development of ma@ical science. They cover three quarters ut th~ earth' s

surface and provide infinitely more space than that of land. There is no doubt rhet

in the years to follow, many new fascinating discoveries will be made.
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REEF BUILDING CORALS
by Ramona Carreira, St. Joseph High School

Coral, a limestone formation is formed in the sea by a

million tiny animals. Coral formations may look like branching

trees, large domes, small irregular crusts or even like tiny

organ pipes. The living coral-forming animals color the form-

ation in beautiful shades of tan, orange, yellow, purple, and

green. 'rfhen the animals die they leave lime~ton' "skeletons"

that form the foundation of barreirs and ridges in th sea

called. coral reefs.

Coral reefs look like lovely sea gar<.ns, because of the

many colorful sea animals that live among the corals. some-

times coral masses bu.ild up untill they rise above the w .ter

to form coral islands. The grind.ing battering sea helps to

build coral islands. It breaks up the coral and. piles them up.

Often soil lodges on the coral and vegetation begins to grow.

Nay Pacific islands we e formed this way.

A reef is a bio ogical community on the sea flmor that

forms a solid. limestone  calcium carbonate! structure strong

enough to withstand. the force of the waves. The predominant

organisms in most of these communities are the coral and. algea.

The algae tends to grow over the coral, encrusting it, giving

it strength, and forming a solid structure. Since most reefs
grow at above s"a level, they must be stron, � , enough to with-.
stani the eroding powe of breaking waves.

Corals of.' the reef-build.ing type have very special re-

quirements for growth. ~hey need water temperatures above
70 P., and perish in places where the wint=r temperatures
drop below 65 P. *nese temperature immediar. ly eliminate
all but the tropical and subtropical seas. Most of them live

in shallow water less then 350 feet deep. it eliminates

most of the oceans, except where special underwater conditions
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produce platforms for their growth, Fresh water kills them,

so coral reefs will not grow where rivers reach the sea, or

where the rainfall is usually high. On the other hand., they

cannot grow where the water is too salty; as much as a 4.8$

level of salt in the sea is fatal. They must have fairly

clear water, low in smotheiing silts and, sediments.

Coral reefs are formed, by tiny animals called polyps.

They are related. to the hydras, jellyfish, and sea anemones.
Coral animals range ia aixe from less then an inch to more

then a foot in diameter. A coml polpy has a cylinder shaped.

body. At one end is a mouth surrounded by tiny tentacles.

she other end attaches to some hard surface on the bottom of

the sea.

Most coral polyps live in colonies. Coral polyps repro-

duce either fram eggs or by budd.ing. Small knob- like growths

called buds appear on the body of an adult polyp, or on the

connecting sheet, from time to time. hese buds grow larger,

separate from the parents and begin to d.eposit their own lime-

stone in the colony' Budding helps the colonies increase their

sime. New colonies form when the adult polyps of an old colony
*

produce eggs. he eggs grow into tiny forms that swim away.
ihen the developing animals settle to the sea bottom and begin
to form new colonies of budding,

As the reef grows, it nomally takes on a cuMehanad

appearance underwater. The corals on the outsi58, exposea

to the deep, oxygen-rich water of the open sea, grows faster

then ones in the center of the reef, where the ~ter is quiet. 5

three reasons for island formations are the accumulation

of dead coral on top of a reef through wind and wave action8,

drop in the level of the sea around a reef, and the upraising

of the ocean floor beneath a reef. Two or even thre of these

proceeees may have takea place on the same reef, ne result

is the gradual creation of an island. Millions of @eagle live

on islands that are entirely built of coral. Bermuda, the

Florida Keys, some af the iest Indian Islands and hundreds or

the Pacific Isles were brougnt into being by tne toiling polypO
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Hawaii is near the nozthern boundary of the coral growimg
region, and abundant. En the tropical Pacific, coral reefs
form circles of low flat islands axound shallow laggons.
Kawaiian Islands are the top of volcanoes rising above the
surface of the ocean. hach volcanic island has become en~ircled
oy coral.

~he process that starts the coral reef is t~e fringing
reef ~ It's the most common aahcL wideapreeC, from along rocky
shores or arouna isl@nds. We cora? begins to grow just below
the iow tide mark and extends. putsidv ae a shallow platfet4,
i'he «idth of the iringing reef d.epends upon ho« steeply the
underwater shore slopes. L shaizow slope helps to make a
wide reef. ~ wt'~p slope makes a narrow one. 8

The different colors show the aiiferent colors of the

coral. The fringing reef is red in color. 9

The rim is the higa~st part oi v~ r ef, generaixy awash
at mean lo-- tiae, ana exposed above the spring -cia.es Xme .-
several incnes to a foot or more in certain spote. he reef
flat is the portion between the rim and the shore. At high
tide the waves break just outside the rim and crab upon it
with their utmost power. kt low tide they break a little
farther out, but each wave send.s a foaming water over the rim,
and as the waves recede this sheet of water drains both ways,
part of it flowing down the gentle slope toward the shore and

part flowing down the steeper outer slope, only to be met by
the next wave.

Practically all the reef rim whether of the continuous

ridge type or of separate protuberant heads, has associated
with it one or more species of the coralline algae. Two
structural types are found in the breaker zone, a crustaceous
form which is the more abundant form with short stout, compactly
crowded branches.

10

The 3arrier reef, a second type, is separated from the
mainland by a passage or channel. The reef may be mainly11

underwater, as in parts of the West ladies, or it may include
chains of islands, as in the Great Barrier reef of Australia.



The Barrier reef ia a pale blue color. The reef is separated.
from the landmass by a lagoon. The reef can be a very imposing

structure.
13

The Barrier reefs follow the shoreline but are separated
from it 'by water near the shore and the open sea, A barrier
reef may consist of a long series of reefs separated by channels
of open water. Such reefs usually surround. volcanic islands
cf the South Pacific.

The best known of the coral reefs are atolls, or coral
islands. These ring-or heraeshoe-shaped reefs enclose lagoons,
quiet, shallow areas of the sea. The lagoon may be ten to
twenty mi~ ~s wide. Hone is over 180 feet d,eep and most are
much less than that. Above the living reef are one or more

island.s where coral sand has piled high enough for trees to
grow. People live on these low atolls, which are safe, except
during typhoons or other severe storms.

The atoll reef is bright blue in color.
15

The atoll reef is a ring shaped coral island. in the open
sea. It forms when coral builds up on a submerged mudbank
or on the rim of a crater of a sunken volcano. The atoll
surrounds a body of water called a lagoon. One or more channels
connect the lagoon to the open sea. Many coral islands of the
South Pacific are atolls.

The atoll reef ia an aval-shaped reef surrounding a lagoon

not associated, with an obvious landmass.
17

>here are two places within the United. States where coral
reefs can be seen. >he Hawaiian Island.s are fringed with18

coral reefs and the reefs are extremely interesting, though
smally One outstanding location is Coconut Island, in Kane-
ohe Bay, off the Island of Oahu.
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REEF BUILDING CORALS  BARRIER!: CONSTRUCTION AND DESTRUCTION
by Colleen Shikuma, Waiakea High School

INTRODUCTION:

"Coral reefs, as described by Darwin, were of three kinds:  l! Fringing

reefs, round or along the coast of islands, �! barrier reefs, and �! Atolls

which are more or less ring or horseshoe-shaped ridges of reefs with a lagoon

in the centre." �1

Coral reefs are found mostly in warm waters and tropical seas, because

the reef forming corals cannot live in water colder than 65 F �8 C!. Reefs

abound throughout the South Pacific, in the eastern Indies and the Indian

Ocean to Sri Lanka, and around Madagascar on the Southeastern African coast.

They also form along the tropical eastern coast of Brazil, through the West

Indies, along Florida coast, and at Bermuda.

Fringing reefs are submerged platforms of living coral animals that

grow out from a land mass and always maintain contact with it. lt's a

flattened reef that varied in width and can be as much as 1/2 mile wide.

Barrier reefs are large and more or less narrow reefs that follow the

shoreline, but are separated from it by a lagoon. They form between the

water near the shore and the open sea to serve as protection for larger

islands and even coast of continents by decreasing the force of water moving

on shore. The largest of these types is the Great Barrier Reef which is

over 1,400 miles long and averages about 100 miles wide that lies along the

continental shore off the coast of Australia. Smaller ones are found in. the

Bahamas and around islands in the tropical western Atlantic and South Pacific.

l Isohel Bennett, The Frincre of the sea,  ean Francisco, rrini-ocean Books,
1976!, p. 227.
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Atolls are characteristically formed in midocean, far removed from any

land masses. They are surrounded by deep water on all sides, but enclose a

a shallow lagoon. In same cases, the tops of these reefs protrude from the

sea and have sparse vegetation.

Statement of Problem:

Today, to some extent, the barrier reefs are protected. However if

nature, man, and modern technological development ae not kept in balance

and in check, the future of these reefs may be in danger.

Destruction by biological agencies is a continuous process � the

boring algae, sponges, mollusks, worms, and echinoderms can cause weakness

and eventual breakdown of the coral colonies, or at least portions of them.

Physical agencies such as wave action, especially during cyclonic storms

and hurricanes which destroy their exterior, result in the upheaval of large

blocks of coral which are hurled across the reef crest to the boulder zone

behind it, and on down the seaward slope of the reef, smashing corals as

they fall. Corals weakened by the boring organisms are broken off, and

with other debris, are carried backward and forward across the reefs by racing

tidal currents. By this abrasive action, these coral fragments are broken down

into rubble and sand, abrading others in the process, but eventually filling

in crevices or adding to the sand flats of the reefs.

Xt has been estimated that normal wave breaking against the windward

side of the coral atoll dissipates half a million horsepower and the force

of a storm wave is many times greater and yet these reefs continue to

survive and flourish.

Heavy rains which reduce the salinity of water and currents which cover

the corals with river mud are just some of the traditional threats made to coral.
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"...the most notorious and iuanediate threat facing the reef is the

infestation of the crown of thorns starfish, a voracious creature with such

a taste of polyps that it is eating great stretches of the coral forming the
Great Barrier Reef.">

The Croon of Thorns,  Acanthaster ~lanci! is quite large for a starfish.

It measux'es, on the average betwen 12 and 20 inches across. Zt also has an

uniquely large number of arms: from 9 to 23 with 16 being most common in the

watex's of the Great Barrier Reef. Most starfish have only about five arms.

The upper surfaces of the animal are covered with wicked-looking spines

from which it derives its name. These so-called spines range from lb to 3

inches and are sheltered in a kind of skin that produces a venom when it is

broken. Its effects on humans varies from a mildy pleasant form of anaesthesia

to vomitting and a sharp pain that can last for as long as 24 hours.

Along the under sides of the numerous arms of the Crown of Thorns there

is an array of tube-like feet equipped with vexsatile suckers which are its

means of locomotion and adhesive to the coral. These also act as sensory organs,

enabling the starfish to react to light variations  it prefers the dark,

moving from shadow to shadow!. The color of the Crown of Thorns is adjusted

to its habitat. It is generally well camouflaged against various colors that

are found on the living reefs. The upper side of the body has mingled spots

of gray, red, fawn, and green, while the arms are bluish gray and black and the

tips of the spineae reddish orange.

Even more formidable than the animal's anatomy are its carnivorous feeding

habits. It is one of the few creatures that devours coral polyps with notice-

2Craig McGregor, The Great Baxrier Reef, Amsterdam. Time Life Books, 1974.
pg. 156.



able effects. Its method of eating is as simple and efficient as that of other

starfish. It crawls onto a piece of coral, everts its stxmach through its mouth

and brings the stanach lining into direct contact with the coral surface. Then

it digests the polyps and other tissues and moves on, leaving a whitened dead

coral skeleton.

Among the dangers facing the reei is tourism. Every year thousands of

people visit the more excessible islands and cays. People like holiday makers,

fishermen, skin divers, boat owners, water skiers, and just plain sightseers

come visit these islands. Most of these people are Australians although some

cane fran overseas. Hotels for tourists, underwater observatories, and

camnercial acyxaria are built for the tourists' pleasure.

As more and more people cane every year, the pressure on the reef

increases. Shell collecting, for instance, is a hobby all aver the world,

and the reef is full of many varieties of shells. Tourists look around for

shells, and usually end up taking hoam rare shells as souveniers. Even

though there are laws that ban shell collecting within certain specific limits,

a number of illegal shells still reach the souvenier markets. Spearfishing is

also a threat. Though it is banned in some waters, it is still permitted

elsewhere and too many Great Barrier Reef fishes are easy targets for skin-

divers.

Other hasards originate in the sea. Poremost among these is the issue of

pollution of the sea water by oil and other substances carried in ships.

Recent accidents have made the point that even the largest super tankers can

easily be damaged, so it makes the risk of a very serious oil spill even

greater due to the huge cargoes that are now being ~arried on these hips.

The threat fraa oil pollution is bad enough, but the damage to marine organisms



resulting from the use of detergents that are applied to get rid of the oil

a~ even greater. Oil itself, although harmful to some marine life, is not

so toxic as by the means of booms. This process can only be done when the

weather condition is right and where the necessary equignent is available. Xn
I

cases near the coral reefs, it is virtually impossible to do this so it must

be regarded as a high risk.

Apart from oil spills, there Me other types of pollution in the sea.

One example is the accumulation of pesticides, insecticides, and fertilisers.

In many tropical areas, because of the vast amounts of area-.ader. cultiVation,

pesticides must be sprayed from the air. A popular pesticide among cane

farmers is DDT, which is valued because of its low cost and its failure to

decompose easily and disappear � the very quality that makes it a serious

factor in off-shore pollution. Somehow, it finds its way to the seas

either directly through rivers or indirectly by the way of the process of food

distribution and Waste disposal. DDT is absorbed by small fishes or gradually

becoming incorporated into tissues of marine animals. From there they are

passed on from one predator to another in increasingly powerful concentrations

until some creatures higher up in the food chain, such as birds, weaken or

fail to breed.

A more complex threat is posed by the development of industry, agriculture,

mining, and other technological developments. Those coral reef areas which lie

an or at the edge of the continental shelves may suffer from yet another source

of risk. They are effectively situated over shallow bottoms which sometimes

contain, as in the Great Barrier Reef, a wealth of minerals. These natural

deposits lie within man's reach as a result of new techniques.

Mining, in which vast sums of money are at stake, take a lot of time and

patience but in recent years, we have seen an extraordinary mineral boom in



Australia. Huge resources of iron ore, bauxite, oil, gas and other natural

riches have been discovered. Zn 1960s, the Queensland government gave ~gigits

to oil companies to drill on the Reef. Two exploratory bores were sag one

on wreak Island and the other on the far northeastern part of the reef. Both

were unsuccessful but the companies did not give up and by 1970, they had permits

for about 80% of the Reef which is approximately 80,000 square miles. xt was

not until 1970, when an oil rig -was about to start drilling in Repulse Bay, a

few miles from the tourist resorts of whitsunday Passage. Suddenly, the

Australians'were- alerted, and they started a campaign to save the Barrier Reef.

A major battle broke out, conservationists versus the cil companies, the

Australian Commonwealth  or central! government versus the Queensland state

government, and the public right, versus the private interest.

The Repulse Bay drilling was postponed and a Royal commission was set up

to inquire about the oil exploration on the Barrier Reef and its possible

dangers. En 1972, the Labour Party came to power, having pledged itself to take

over all offshore waters and oil rights, and to protect the Great Barrier

Reef.

The reef escaped the threat. of oil exploitation, but its other minerals

are a lure for industrialists and developers. Limestone, of which the reef

consists, could be used as agricultural fertilizer or in the production of

cement. The first attempt to mine the reef was in the late 1960s by sugar

farmers of the Caines district. Their application was turned down after

some marine experts said that it would damage the Reef if it were to be mined

for limestone. But it didn't mean that they would just do away with the idea

but to look at it. again in the future.

3Craig McGregor, The Great Barrier Reef, Amsterdam, Time Life Books, 1974. p. 164.

4Craig McGregor and the editors of Time Life Books, The Great Barrier Reef,
Amsterdam, Time Life Books, 1974, p. 165.



CONCLUS ION:

In brief, if man does not enact laws and change his ideas and attitudes

regaring the protection and conservation of the barrier reefs and their

environment, it will mark the end of one of the great beauties of creation, and

the end of great hope for these delicate creatures.

"Above all, however, it is human attitudes, rather than human laws, that

we must try to change. We must modify our ideas on the sea. By wealth, it

appears to us to be inexhaustible. But we have now discovered that, far

from being proof against any and all depredations, the sea is surprisingly

limited, and astoundingly fragile."5
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DANGEROUS NIIIIK ORGAllISMS OF HANII
by Darla Hee, Sacred kearts Aeadeey

hbstract

All through Hawaiian waters there is an abundance of marine life. There
are a few which can be extremely dangerous, and there are even f=~r which are

harmful enough to bring death to man. + report includes those which are deadly'
and those wM.ch me not but are harmful. X have included their descriptions, the

injuries and sgmptams which they may inflict, the treataent that can be used, and.
the preventative maaures that can be followed.
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DANGEROUS JQRINE ORGANISMS OF HAWAII

All through the waters of the Hawaiian Islands there is an abundance of

fascinating marine life. Host of Hawaii.'s beautiful beaches are quite safe,

but there are always some dangerous sides to them. In my report I will be tell-

ing you about same of the dangerous marine organisms, their descriptionj the

symptoms or injuries that they may inflict, the treatment that can be used, and

the preventive measures that oan be followed.. I'm writing my report on this

particular topic to help prevent necessary injuries and tb make the people

aware of what treatments they should use in their situation.

PORTUGUESE tjIAN-QF-WAR

%he Portuguese m4n-of-war are members of the phylum 'Coelenterate

Vne nicica<cal name is ~FH salle ~nrsalis, ann ine Hasmiian name is Ha' malau.

The man-of-war is bluish in color. It i;s a transparent collection of countless

small animals banded together to form what looks like one organism. The gas-

filled float may be as wide as 5 cm wi.th many short tentacles and. one long

tentacle Hattached to its body. These tentacles can grow to about 2 m long.

Each tentacle is equi~d with microscopic stinging cells, which are scattered

along the length. The harmful toxins are rja3.eased by these 'ten'mcus. %bey az;m

often found in large numbers drifting on the surface of the waters The man-of-

war can be found on the open ocean seasonably and. is carried to beaches by the

waves. Here in Hawaii, they are found, most on the windward shores, when there

are tradewinds ar strong onshore winds.

A sting from a Portuguese man-of-war can produce reactions ranging from

as much as severe discomfort to as little as stinging and prickling feelings.

There are some people who may have an extreme allergic reaction to the sting.

This may include an attack somewhat like an asthma attack.

For treatment of the Portuguese man-of-war sting there are several pro-

cedures which can be followed. One form of treatment is the applicatinn of a paste
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of unseasoned, meat tenderiser mixed with alcohol on the affected. area. Then

leave the pa,ste there far about 10 to 20 minutes. After you have waited the

~tted time, rinse c4' with alcohol. papaya is an ingredient present% in the

meat tenderiser, so if the vic'tim is allergic to papaya, do not use this me-

thod. Another method that can be used. is by applying nonirr5.tating- powder,

isopropy3, alcohol, Gwine, or hard liqn~ ' Then apply a saturated solution of

baking soda or a diluted solution of ammonia. One popular method that-should

not be used. is rubbing sand on the affected. area. Doing this will only increase

the irrit,ation. The tentacles shouM be carefully taken out of the skin. The

method. that the Hawaiians used was to apply green papaya or urine directly on

4hb area stung.

To prevent a sting, try to stay away from them as much as possible aid

never .tough them. Do not touch them even after they have died, for the toxin

remains in the tentacles, several hours after death.
h

SEA ANEMONES

gal.hame is Adamsia ~liata, and. its Hawaiian names are Okole-emiemi and okole-

Hawwele. A few of these small species can be found attached. to rocks ox sand

at most depths of the ocean. Most are found at or below the low-wateR level.

The sea anemones can be as small a.si mm or as large as 15 cm. Many. varieties

are very colorful and look like a flower growing on the top of a thick stalk.

The anemone's tentacles contain the stinging cells, and these stinging cells

contain microscopic barbed spines.

A sting from some sea anemones can produce burning and localized itching,

which may vary from as little as a prickly sen0ation to as bad as extreme

pain. Some allergic reactions which may result are headaches, rrausea, vomit-

ing, and fever.

'The same treatment for the man-of-war should be used. for an anemone sting.
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To prevent getting stung by a sea anemone, look where you place your

hand.s, and. wear gloves to protect them.

SPONGES

'Ihe sponges belong to the phylum Porifera . Their Hawaiian names

are hu'ahu'a-kai and. hu'a-kai. Nany species of the sponge are harmless and are

of great commercial value. Sponges play an important part of most bottom envi-

ronments, and. can be found cn most shorelines. 'Lhey are found. up to depths af

i0,000 m and, come in a large variety of sizes, colors, aced. shapes. IheismaD.

spicules of glass or lime or spongin fibers, either combined with spicules or

alone, are the bod.y support for the soft structure.

When the sponges are handled., their spicules get embedded under the victim' s

skin. The first symptoms start with painful itching, which is something, like

contact with poison ivy. Several hours may pass before the fingers and. some-

times'the whole hand begin to swell and become nearly immmrable. Nore pain will

be produced, if you try to flex your fingers. The effects, especially the ach-

ing, may stay for as long as one to two days, after which the swelling leaves

and. moving the fingers will no longer be painful to d.o.

For treatment of the sting use the same methods as for the Portuguse man-

of-war. Diluted. acetic acid. has alsobsm ..'ounce to help reduce the effects.

Use gloves when handling the sponges to prevent an injury.

JELLYFISH

The jellyfish is really not a. fish as its name says, so they are more

properly known as jellies. All jellies are members of the phylum Coelen-

terata and are among the most primitive organisms, Their Hawaiian name is

Pololia. The jellyfish are self-propelling organisms. Their movement is

achieved by the rhythmical pulsing movement of the whole body. The size of

the jellyfish may range from as large as 30 cm to as small as 11 mm in dia,�

meter.- The jellyfish can be found in the open ocean or in calm bays, hut
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if they are caught in strong tides or driven shoreward. by wave action, they

are automatically in trouble. The open oceantypes are often swept to the shore

by storms. Because they are transparent, the jellyfish are often difficult to

to see. All ty+s are over 98K water even though they seem firm enough to

handle. Some jellyfish produce a mild stinging rash, while fewer are rated a,s

capab3.e.'of giving a painful injury, while even fewer are considered to be

highly dangerous, but at least one type has been cal3.ed the dangerous ceature

of the ses. 'Ihe G~assio e on'npsldeMoen dellyflsh" lies on lte helly on

sandy bottoms. It is commonly seen in areas like Kaneohe Bay and. the Hilton

Hawaiian Village lagoon. When it, is disturbed., small pieces from the tentacles

break off causing stings.

A sting from a jelleyfish will produce a stinging and. prickling sensa-

tion. It may also produce blisters. There huYe been people who have gotten

an al?ergic reaction. They may have difficulty ~irregularity in breathing

and cardiac irregularities. Xf these symptoms are present, seek emergency

'help ~ediately.

When a sting does occur, you can use the same methhd.s as for treating a

Portuguese man-cf-~ sting. The old Hawaiian remedies include putting a

direct applicatiop of green. papaya or urine on the sting.

To prevent a sting, avoid. contact or handling of a jellyfish.

HYDROZOA

The hydrozoa is often mistaken for limu. Hydrozoa are colonial organ-

isms which ~ found. on ar:ificial habitats, like bottoms of submerged lines,

pilings and floats. Or they can be found. in places that are rich in nutrients

like Kaneohe Bay. The shallow water hydrozoa, which range in size from i mm tc

i5 cm, have about, $0 different species. Many of the colonies have a thick main

stem and. alot of branches that look like a fan or like a tree branch with little

fuzzy anemones on the ends and. sides of every bxanch. The colonies of hydrozoa
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have microscopic stinging cells like those of the portuguese man-of-war and.

the jellyfish. The sting causes itching and burning and a rash tha.t may last

as long as several days or as little as several hours. Some people may get a

severe allergic reaction from the sting. Swimmers will usually get a rash on

their legs, abdome, and chest when stung.

To trea,t a hydrozoa sting, use the same method as used for the Portuguese

man- of -war.

To prevent stings, try not to brush against places where they may be found.,

like on the undersides of floats.

CORAL

The Hawaiian name for coral is Ko'a. Coral can be found in many forms.

It is one of the most important of the colonial animals, because Various types

are responsible for the building of the reefs and some go on to be the base

of an islhmd. Coral grows in depths up to about 80 m. Many polyps with

razor-sharp edges and slime cover the common stony coral. You can find the

coral in an array of colors ranging from shades of pastel pinks and yellows

to white and brown. Fragments of coral can be embedded in a cut, making it

slow to heal and prone to bacterial infection. Coral does not grow in the cut,

as said by many sources. Stinging cells, which can cause irritation, are

found in all corals.

Infections can result- from a cut, even though the cut seems clean.

Tenderness and inflammation may often be produced. by tiny fragments of coral

lodged. in the cut. This will lead. to a festering sore and a spreading infection.

To clean a cut, use hydrogen preoxide to remove the coral pieces. Then

apply an antiseptic as soon as possible. Be sure to upcLate an anti-tetanus

immunization if needed. For treatment of irritaion use the same methods as

is used for the Portuguese man-of-war.

For prevention of cuts, when you are walking or wading on the reef,
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weax sneakers or +wbis. When handling the cpral, wear gloves and use fins

with a full heel for protection when skin diving.

OCTOPI

The Hawaiian name for the octopi is He'e. Locally, the true octopus

are often called squid". The octopus has a rounded. sac-like body, with eight

tentacles attached, to it. The timid creature hides on the sandy bottom or

in holes. Its-beak is capable of inflicting a wound, and. is located in the

center of the underside of the body. The day "squid" anti the night '!squid"

are common species in Hawaii.

A bite from an octojis can produce a skin wound., with possible bleed-

ing. When bitten, the toxin from the salivary glands maybe injected into

the victim. The toxin may cause discomforting irritation that is similar to

that of a bee sting.

For treatment of a bite use the same methods the,t are used for the

coral. Be sure to update the anti-tetanus immunization if necessary.

If you are hand. ling an octopus, be careful of its beak to prevent

from getting bitten.

CONE SHELLS

The Hawaiian name for the cone shell is ~u. There are at least 000

different species of the cone. They can be found in the tropical seas of

the world. Thqrare conical in shape and usually have black or brown ~tterns

on the shell. In size, they range from 1 to 10 cm, and can be found. in

crevices or buried in the sand on the undersides of boulders and dead coral.

Some of the species have a.deadly poisonous dart that can kill those handling

the shell. Nost dangerous cones are found in the Indo-Pacific. The apparatus

from which the venom comes is in the form of a dart, which is tucked. inside

the shell's cavity. This is connected, to a, ligament gland. attached. to a,

venom gland. or duct inside the shell. Some are deadly to man.



Minimal to severe pain may be felt from a puncture. The effect of the

poison can either be numbness with inflammation, or local stinging, to possibly

paralysis, or death. These occur very rarely. Af ter the injury, vomiting

may occur and last from 2 to 4 days.

To treat injury, soak affected. area in very hot water, but not scalding

water, for i5 to 90 minutes. The victim. should be treated at the nearest

emergency medical facility because the toxin can be highly dangerous. Xf

necessary, update your anti-tetanus immunisation.

To prevent being stung, observe great caution when collecting live

specimens. Mhen picking them up, pick them up very carefully at the blunt

end and. carry in a plastic bag filled with water.

SEA URCHXNS

Sea urchins are echincderms, which are closely related to sea cucumbers,

starfish, and. sea lilies. Some of these look very much like plant life, but

they are marine animals with limy plates that serve as skeletons. Some sea

urchins and some species of the pacific starfish can be considered, dangerous,

of all echinoderms. There are two types of sea urchins, that are commonly

encountered. and. potentially dangercvs. The first, often called wana, has

long, brittle, needle-sharp spines. The color of the wana is violet-black

or black, with bands of white on the spines. The wana can grow up to 25 cm

in diameter, and can be found at most depths either in the open ar in crevices.

'Ina is the second. type, which is oval-shaped. and has shorter, thickened spines.

They are usually pinkish, black, or greyish-green in color, and. live in the

holes along the shoreline. There are a few species of sea urchins that can

inflict painful puncture wounds, while there are fewer that are poiaonous.

The dangerous ones are found in tropical waters and ..the venomous spines

have poisonous fluid. that nwqr cause painful irritation and. have even

caused. death. The black sea urchin, found in Hawaii is one of the least dangerous.



Immediate throbbing pain caaesfrae: the spines of the wana, which usually

break off and remain lodged in the flesh.''. This pain may last for hours. If

the spines are not removed, .an.5.nfection can develop. 'Ihe puncture wounds

are characteristically blue-black in color The 'ina can also cause wounds

if contacted directly, but since the, spines are strong, they usually do not

break off.

For treatment of wound.s, use' the hot water treatment used for cone shells.

Other remed.ies includ.e putting a direct application of undiluted. vinegar

or the application of urine. For long embedded spines, see a physician. .An

anti-tetanus immunization may:be needed. for puncture wounds of. long spines.

To keep fram infection, keep all wounds elean.

To prevent any wounds, wear tabis with thick soles, and gloves, when
r

d.iving or. walking. on the reef. Try to avoict touching the reef or putting

hands '-in the crevices without Rocking. Xf- you do.not know sea urcMns, do

not handle them.

I YNGBYA MA JURCULk.»

The ~lnthLa m~a'u culm is more commonly Rnovn as limu, here in Havsii.

They are commonly found. intertwined. with other seaweeds in reef or coral

flats, in tidepools, or in d,eeper subtidal environments. The limu can be

carried. in grea,t amounts by waves to swimming area like Kailua and. Laic, and

other windward areas. The limu often forms floating masses on the surface of

Kaneohe Bay, which are one or a few hundred. grams. This fine algae is blue-

green and. can also be found. black-green in color.

~Lr~nbya m~aurcula can cause minimal to severe inf lances.tion of the attn,

when fragments lodge in swimmers swimsuits, especially if the victim is aller-

gic to the algae.

Wash the exposed, area immediately with soap mg water then change swim-

suits, when contact has been made with .limus



Those who are allergic to the algae.~houM keep out of the water when

there is an abundance of the algae to prevent any irritation.

Through research for this paper, I have learned a lot, and I hope that

those who have read my report would have also learned. something from it. In

my effort to write this paper, I hope it can be of value to someone else in

the future.
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